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Jadid Zahir Pub "I was very worried that
you would be frightened by the noise

outside and be left alone without anyone
able to help," the airline's counsel

Barbara Lowrey said. In September,
American said it would suspend all flights

to Pakistan until the government can
guarantee the safety and security of its.
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after blowing its first-round series to the
Clippers is because all of the good young
teams in the league are just now making
it to the postseason. Dragic’s 26 points

helped lead the Trail Blazers to a 126-111
victory against the Dubs on Sunday at

Oracle Arena. The Blazers' Marcus Smart
had 25 points, Rodney Hood added 18
points and nine assists, and Damian

Lillard scored 13 of his 24 in the first half.
That’s why they’re called first-rounders.
“This is a good group of guys,” Lillard

said. “We’re deep and we have a lot of
good talent and I think we have the best

team in the league now. I don’t think
anybody really knows that.” The Jazz had

won eight straight playoff games and
needed to become the first 15-seed in

NBA history to beat a No. 1-seeded team
in the first round. Unfortunately for Utah,
Utah is the No. 1-seeded team in the NBA.

And so, here we are. The Blazers went
into Sunday’s matchup looking to break a
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tie with the Warriors for the best first-
round upset win in NBA history and to
repeat the feat from a year ago, when

they knocked off the top-seeded
Oklahoma City Thunder. Tied with the
Warriors at two wins apiece, the Dubs

eliminated the Blazers in five games last
season. Except for one thing. “You don’t
get too confident,” Lillard said. “If you

don’t think it will happen again, you lose
your confidence going into the game. You
have to believe. You have to have a plan
B.” See, Dragic missed all of last season
with a knee injury and will be facing a
much different cast of characters in an

intense series against the Clippers.
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